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We report observation of the inverse polariton series and a detailed experimental study of the exciton
components in polaritons ~Hopfield coefficients!. Spontaneous emission of excitonic molecules into outgoing
polaritons associated with the i(51,2,3,4,5)th exciton states in bulk CuCl is detected and analyzed by the
bipolariton model. Because the intensities of the emission lines, which form the inverse polariton series, are
determined by the exciton components in the final-state polaritons, we are able to measure the Hopfield
coefficients for the highly composite outgoing polaritons. Quantum interference in the optical decay of exci-
tonic molecules, due to the multiple exciton components in the polariton and biexciton states, is also demon-
strated.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.233203 PACS number~s!: 71.35.2y, 71.36.1c, 78.55.Hx, 42.65.YjThe quantum theory of light that resonates with excitons
was developed by Hopfield in 1958.1 The Hamiltonian for
the coupled polarization and electromagnetic fields can
readily be diagonalized to generate new eigenstates, polari-
tons. The polariton eigenstates are characterized by the po-
lariton dispersion and the Hopfield coefficients. The latter
describe the relative contributions of the photon and exciton
components to the polariton state. The Hopfield coefficients
naturally arise in the theoretical descriptions of many phe-
nomena such as polariton scattering,2–6 polariton
squeezing,7,8 and biexciton radiative decay.9,10 The polari-
tons associated with the optically active ground-state exci-
tons in bulk semiconductors have been extensively studied in
numerous experiments.11 Most of the experiments, however,
deal only with the polariton dispersion, while so far there
have been no clear measurements of the Hopfield coeffi-
cients, for the following reasons. First, in Raman/Brillouin
scattering or four-wave mixing experiments,12 the Hopfield
coefficients combine with the corresponding polariton den-
sity of states so that the relevant nonlinear susceptibilities are
insensitive to the Hopfield coefficients.3,4,13 Secondly, for
polaritons in bulk direct-band-gap semiconductors, the Rabi
splitting energy is usually larger than the energy band that
contributes to the optical signal, i.e., the excitonlike limit of
the polariton is adequate in the cases so far studied.1,5 By
contrast, for microcavity polaritons,6,14 the Rabi splitting and
the density of states are controlled artificially. Thus the
Hopfield coefficients can indeed be experimentally visual-
ized as proposed in Ref. 15, although a rigorous comparison
of experiments with theories is absent due to the structural
complexities of such systems. In addition to cavity polari-
tons, a wide variety of artificial polariton systems have been
realized in recent years. For example, coupled microcavities
and periodic structures of quantum wells and dots16 have
been fabricated, leading to a clear demonstration of polariton
coupling. These exhibit intrinsically multiple-band polari-
tons, thus requiring the Hopfield theory to be generalized to
multiple oscillators.
In this Brief Report, by studying the optical decay of ex-
citonic molecules ~biexcitons! into polaritons associated with0163-1829/2001/63~23!/233203~4!/$20.00 63 2332the ns exciton, we report a detailed experimental analysis of
the Hopfield coefficients in bulk CuCl. In the presence of
exciton-exciton interaction, the polariton normal modes are
no longer independent oscillators. In the extreme case of
biexciton formation the perturbative approach is not valid
either for exciton-exciton interaction or for exciton-photon
coupling. In this case, in order to treat the above interactions
nonperturbatively, one should apply the bipolariton model of
an excitonic molecule.17 For the resonant dissociation of the
biexciton Km into two outgoing polaritons k1
out and k2
out
, the
intensity of the optical signal associated with the lower-
branch polariton (m51) k1out is given by
Im ,n~k1
out!}r (1,2)UB1s(m51)~k1out!B1s(n)~k2out!emE dRCm~R!U2,
~1!
where r (1,2) is the joint density of the polariton states, em is
the binding energy of the molecule, Bi
(n)(k) is the Hopfield
coefficient that characterizes the amplitude of the excitonic
polarization associated with the i state in the n-branch polar-
iton, and Cm(R) is the biexciton envelope wave function
~WF! as a function of the coordinate R of the relative motion
of the two constituent excitons. Note that the efficiency of
the spontaneous decay of biexcitons given by Eq. ~1! explic-
itly depends on the Hopfield coefficients Bi
(n)
, thus providing
us with a unique possibility to measure the Hopfield coeffi-
cients.
Single-crystal CuCl is a prototype material in the physics
of polaritons and biexcitons because of the relatively simple
valence band structure, the large binding energies of the
ground-state exciton and biexciton (eX(1s).200 meV and
em.32 meV), and the large polariton Rabi frequency
(\VX(1s).224 meV). Since the Rabi frequency ~the energy
scale for the polariton effect! is larger than the biexciton
binding energy, the bipolariton model17 is necessary to de-
scribe the optical decay of molecules. As shown in Fig. 1,
below the band gap (.3.4 eV) there are Z3 1s , Z1,2 1s ,18
and Z3 2s , 3s , and 4s excitons.19 These states give rise to
the five polariton branches LPB, UPB, and PB2s ,3s ,4s , re-©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 233203spectively. In Fig. 1 we show a graphical solution of the
energy-momentum conservation law in the optical decay of
the biexciton state Km5k1
in(LPB)1k2in(LPB) into multi-
branch polaritons k1
out(LPB)1k2out(LPB,UPB,PBns).20–22
The outgoing polaritons refer to the crossing points between
the plotted dispersion curves ~in our experiments the signal
lower-branch polariton k1
out is detected in the forward direc-
tion, while the conjugated backward-scattered polariton k2out
is idle!. If the biexciton resonant decay into the PBns (n
.1) branches is observed, the analysis in the excitonlike
limit1,5 (B1s51) is no longer adequate because of a wider
energy range of observation than the polariton Rabi splitting.
Two synchronized tunable uv picosecond pulses of 2 ps
duration, 82 MHz repetition, and 20 mW average power are
delivered through doubling crystals from two TiS lasers elec-
trically synchronized by a Lok-to-Clock circuit ~Spectra
Physics!. The high-repetition-rate picosecond pulses are im-
portant for high spectral resolution and for avoiding the
higher-order nonlinearities due to reexcitation of
biexcitons.23 For two-photon generation of biexcitons in
CuCl, we change the laser frequencies v1
in and v2
in
, keeping
the sum of them resonant with the biexciton energy, i.e.,
\v1
in1\v2
in5\Vm.6.372 eV. The two circularly polarized
laser beams, which are aligned antiparallel and focused into a
high-quality CuCl single crystal at 2 K, induce counterpropa-
gating lower-branch polaritons with wave vectors k1
in(v1in)
and k2
in(v2in). The incoming polaritons selectively generate
cold molecules with Km5k1
in1k2
in which spontaneously de-
cay into outgoing polaritons k1
out and k2
out
, mainly before the
incoherent scattering processes occur.23 Emitted light due to
the outgoing polaritons is detected by a Si charge coupled
device camera through a standard fiber bundle and a mono-
chromator.
The emission spectra collected from the transient biexci-
ton states from the band 0<uKmu<0.6k0 are plotted in Fig. 2
@Km52k0 is the biexciton wave vector of degenerate (k1in
5k2
in5k0) two-polariton excitation, k0.0.443106 cm21#.
FIG. 1. The multibranch polariton dispersion \v5\v i
pol(k) as-
sociated with 1s Z3 , 1s Z1,2 , and (2s ,3s ,4s) Z3 exciton states in
CuCl ~bold lines!. The thin curves refer to Vm(Km)2v ipol(Km
2k) (Km50.153106 cm21), and the points of intersection be-
tween the two dispersions correspond to energy-momentum conser-
vation in the optical decay of molecules selectively excited at wave
vector Km .23320The spontaneous decay Km→k1out(LPB)1k2out(UPB) gives
rise to the doublet of spectral lines called LP and UP.20 In
Fig. 2, as well as the LP signal, very weak replicas labeled
LP2s ,3s ,4s are also seen on the lower-energy side, due to the
channels Km→k1out(LPB)1k2out(PB2s ,3s ,4s). The LP(n>2)s
and LP lines form the inverse polariton series. The weak ~the
intensity ratios ILPns /ILP are of the order of 1/100! but finite
transition probabilities into PBns (n.1) arise from the 1s
exciton components in the outgoing polaritons.
The experimentally determined multibranch polariton dis-
persion and the component of the Z3 1s exciton in the po-
lariton state are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! by the filled
circles. The solid curves are calculated by a five-oscillator
polariton model described below. Figure 3~b! clearly shows
how strong is the exciton-photon interaction in CuCl; it re-
distributes the Z3 1s exciton component B1s in the entire
energy region over the five-branch polariton dispersion.
The polariton dispersion associated with N exciton states,
each characterized by the principal quantum number n and
zero orbital angular momentum, is given by
c2k2
«bv
2 511 (
n51
N
VX(ns)
2
vX(ns)
2 2v2
, ~2!
where «b is the background dielectric constant, \vX(ns) is
the energy of the X(ns) exciton state, and VX(ns) is the cor-
responding polariton Rabi frequency. The solid curves in
Fig. 3 are given by Eq. ~2! with «b54.3, \vZ3(1s)
53.2022 eV, \vZ1,2(1s)53.2670 eV, \vZ3(2s)53.3665 eV,
FIG. 2. The inverse polariton series from biexcitons selectively
excited at Km from the band 0<Km<0.6k0. The lines M 2s , M 3s ,
and M L are due to internal surface reflection of one of the incoming
polaritons, i.e., due to the change of uKmu from uk1
in1k2
inu.0 to
u6k1
in7k2
inu.2k0. The M L line refers to the optical decay through
the longitudinal 1s Z3 exciton states. The spectral structure between
the LP and LP2s lines is due to emission from bound excitons.3-2
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 233203\vZ3(3s)53.3846 eV, \vZ3(4s)53.3911 eV, \VZ3(ns)
5223.6/n3/2 meV for n51,2,3,4, and \VZ1,2(1s)5371 meV.
The Hopfield coefficients for multibranch polaritons are
obtained by generalization of the Hopfield theory.1,3 At each
spectral point @k,vn
pol(k)# the n-branch polariton consists of
the photon and N exciton components specified by the gen-
eralized Hopfield coefficients
A (n)52S ck
«b
1/2vn
polD 1/2 1Dn , ~3!
Bn
(n)5iS VX(ns)vX(ns) D ~xn
n!1/2
12~xn
n!2
1
Dn
, ~4!
where xn
n5vn
pol/vX(ns) and Dn5$11(n51
N (VX(ns) /
vX(ns))2@12(xnn)2#22%1/2. The relative contributions of the
photon and exciton components to the nth-branch polariton k
are given by uA (n)(k)u2 and uBn51, . . . ,N(n) (k)u2, respectively, so
that uA (n)u21(n51
N uBn
(n)u2.1 except for k.0. Here, damp-
ing constants gns for ns excitons (n.1), which are esti-
mated to be a few meV,10 are neglected because VX(ns) is
much larger than gns .24
For the evaluation of the experimental points in Fig. 3~a!,
using the energies of the LP lines and known values for the
biexciton energy 6.372 eV and Z3 1s exciton parameters, we
adjust «b and the Z1,2 1s exciton parameters to obtain the
best fit to the data. For Fig. 3~b!, we assume that B1s
(1)(k1out)
satisfies Eq. ~4! ~open circles! and B1s
(n)(k2out) is determined
by B1s
(n)(k2out)5CA(ILPns /IML)/(r
(1,2)T)/B1s(1)(k1out), where T
is the sample transmissivity and the constant C is so taken
that one point of B1s(k2out) falls on the theoretical curve.
Here, ILPns /IML is the intensity normalized by the biexciton
density,13,25 which is estimated from the relative intensity of
the LPns line with respect to the M L line for each spectrum
FIG. 3. ~a! The multibranch polariton dispersion \v
5\v i
pol(k) measured for bulk CuCl at T52 K. ~b! The generalized
Hopfield coefficients A (n)5A (n)(\v) ~photon component! and
B1s
(n)5B1s
(n)(\v) (Z3 1s exciton component!, deduced from the ex-
perimental data ~filled circles! and calculated by Eqs. ~3! and ~4!
~dotted and solid curves, respectively!.23320plotted in Fig. 2, and the sign of the experimental B1s
(n) is
assumed to follow the theory. The theoretical curves calcu-
lated by Eqs. ~2!–~4! agree well with the experimental data.
One can still see residual differences between the experi-
mental and theoretical results plotted in the inset of Fig. 3~a!.
For the theoretical curve, the ns exciton oscillator strength is
assumed to follow the 1/n3 law, while the experimental
points around PB3s and PB4s deviate from the theoretical
curve. This demonstrates violation of the 1/n3 law for exci-
tons in CuCl. The latter conclusion is consistent with the
deviation of the binding energies from the 1/n2 law.19 In
order to fit the dispersion, the oscillator strengths are found
to be less than one-half of those estimated by the 1/n3 law
for n52,3,4. For B1s
(3,4) plotted in Fig. 3~b!, there is also
some discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical
results in the spectral region close to the (2,3)s exciton reso-
nances. This comes mainly from the approximations in Eq.
~1!, where the contributions from the ns (n.1) exciton
states to the molecule WF, C1,n , are neglected. Thus the ns
(n.1) exciton component Bn does not appear in Eq. ~1!.
The above contributions give rise to the recently observed
inverse exciton M emission series,10 which occurs in the
biexciton optical decay that leaves behind almost pure ns
excitons.
A more precise expression for the outgoing intensity I1,n
based on the bipolariton model reads10
I1,n~k1
out!}r (1,2)U(
i , j
Bi
(1)~k1
out!B j
(n)~k2
out!Wi , jCi , jU2, ~5!
where Ci , j5*dRdr1dr2Gm*(R,r1 ,r2)f i(r1)f j(r2), Wi , j5
2em2ex(221/i221/j2), and fn is the ns exciton envelope
WF. Equation ~1! is obtained as a special case of Eq. ~5! by
using the simplified molecule WF, Gm(R,r1 ,r2)
5Cm(R)f1(r1)f1(r2). At Km52k0 the inverse polariton
series reduces to the inverse exciton M series. The intensity
of the M ns lines is determined by the decay path (i51,j
5n), IMns}uB1s
(m51)(k1out)Bns(n5n11)(k2out)W1,nC1,nu2. By ana-
lyzing the M series, we have already found the absolute val-
ues uC2 /C1u, uC3 /C1u, and uC4 /C1u, where Cn[C1,n .10 In
the five-oscillator model given by Eqs. ~2!–~4!, the outgoing
polaritons k1,2
out generally consist of a photon and five exciton
(1s , 2s , 3s , 4s Z3 and 1s Z1,2) components. Hence, the
uKmu-dependent intensity of the LPns lines ILPns
5ILPns(uKmu) allows us to determine unambiguously the
signs of Cn as C151, C2520.0125, C3520.0066, and
C4520.0042. This is done by examining quantum interfer-
ence, constructive or destructive, between the paths (i51,j
51) and (i51,j5n) with the use of Eq. ~4! for Bns . The
LP line is predominantly determined by the path (1,1). The
intensity of the LP2s line, on the other hand, depends not
only on the path (1,1) but also on the path (1,2) as the idle
polariton approaches the 2s exciton, i.e.,
ILP2s}uB1s
(1)~k1
out!B1s
(3)~k2
out!W1,1C1,1
1B1s
(1)~k1
out!B2s
(3)~k2
out!W1,2C1,2u2. ~6!3-3
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 233203The two spontaneous decay paths interfere constructively to
give nearly equal contributions to the LP2s intensity at Km
50, which should otherwise be much less than observed.
Further, the LP3s line is determined by three paths (1,1),
(1,2), and (1,3), i.e.,
ILP3s}uB1s
(1)~k1
out!B1s
(4)~k2
out!W1,1C1,1
1B1s
(1)~k1
out!B2s
(4)~k2
out!W1,2C1,2
1B1s
(1)~k1
out!B3s
(4)~k2
out!W1,3C1,3u2. ~7!23320For uKmu50 the first and third paths are dominant and inter-
fere constructively. For Km.0.053106 cm21, the LP3s line
almost disappear ~see Fig. 2! due to destructive interference
of the second path with the first and third ones. The Km
dependence of the LP4s line is explained similarly.
In conclusion, we have measured the Hopfield coefficients
for highly composite polaritons in CuCl and verified the
Hopfield theory generalized to multioscillator polaritons.
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